PREMIER FIELD ENGINEER - Microsoft

Location: Brisbane, Australia

Apply today: http://aka.ms/careersPFEjob

How cool would it be if you got to work for one of largest technology company in the world?

About the MACH Program:

If you aspire to be a software developer or IT subject matter expert and are currently majoring in Computer Science, Electrical, Computer Engineering or others equivalent technical studies we invite you to join our Microsoft Field Engineer MACH Program.

Our two year program is focused on ensuring that you receive the professional development early to help you accelerate your impact in role and that you have the tools and knowledge to steer your long term career.

Microsoft and our Values:

At Microsoft we believe that work is a place for exploration, creativity, innovation and professional growth, it’s something you do not somewhere you are. It’s about being inspired and motivated to achieve extraordinary things which leave a lasting impact. Come as you are. Do what you love.

Be Yourself.
Come as you are. Do what you love. We’ve always been about recognising the value that people with different life experiences and viewpoints bring to our business. We embrace and celebrate our differences because we see them for what they are: powerful drivers of innovation. Come be part of our talented community joined by a passion for technology, a dedication to our customers, and a shared set of core values. We work hard to make Microsoft a home for everyone and a place of acceptance, where differences are encouraged and respected.

Explore Microsoft.
We are a global company created through talented people inspired to positively touch over a billion people in the world, daily. We welcome you to view and apply to our list of open positions for
University MACH employment opportunities in your preferred location and together, we can inspire people with the magic of software!

**About the Role: Premier Field Engineer**

The Premier Field Engineering team (PFE) provides technical support for Microsoft’s Premier customers world-wide through onsite and remote support services. As a part of the Customer Service and Support (CSS) organization, PFE partners with Commercial Technical Support (CTS) and Enterprise Services to drive customer health and strengthen Microsoft technology adoption. PFEs act as the primary onsite technical contact, providing customer visibility, advanced technical troubleshooting support and problem resolution for Product Support Services and corporate customers, including issues escalated to the highest levels of management.

**Minimum Qualifications for MACH PFE:**

- Have completed or is on-track to complete a Bachelor's, or Post Graduate's Degree by the time of hire OR Have graduated from their full time degree program less than 12 months or 365 days prior to their Microsoft start date.
- Have **less** than 18 months combined corporate work experience
- Have not been employed at Microsoft for more than 12 months or 365 days before MACH consideration
- Majoring in Computer Science, Electrical, Computer Engineering or others equivalent technical studies
- Ability to learn, influence, inspire and lead
- Good understanding of the relationship between technology and business
- Passion for the technology and innovation
- Thriving in a fast paced, ambiguous environment
- Excellent communication, negotiation and presentation skills
- English language fluency
- Full work authorisation in Australia

Join Microsoft today, and help us shape the business of tomorrow!

**Apply today!**

[http://aka.ms/careersPFEjob](http://aka.ms/careersPFEjob) OR scan the QR code